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Abstract
With Doppler wind lidar producing significant amounts of data, providing means to extract relevant information from the data
that describes atmospheric phenomena such as rain and low-level clouds is of vital importance. However, a Doppler wind
lidar with a 10 Hz sampling rate produces large-scale of data at approximately ten million data items per day; therefore,
introducing challenges in perceptual and interactive scalability. We present an interactive web-based visualisation system that
provides summary displays of the heterogeneous lidar data. Our system applies the client-server paradigm, where our server
extracts information and encodes primary lidar attributes into image’s colour channels. Then, we load these encoded images
and show lidar data in multiple forms at the client-side. In contrast to script-based tools such as Matlab and Ferret, our system
allows researchers to begin analysing the extensive data using a more top-down methodological approach. In particular, we
implemented features like zooming, multivariate filtering, and hourly variance heat map, in which GPU shaders filter data
according to specific attributes. With the encoded images readily stored at the server, researchers can browse through the vast
amounts of data interactively.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation—
Multivariate Encoded Image I.3.8 [Computer Graphics]: Applications—Doppler Wind Lidar Visualization

1. Introduction

In climate research, a major visualisation task is exploring un-
known patterns and structures [SN14]. By using Doppler wind li-
dar, researchers can gain insights into daily phenomena such as
rain, updraft, downdraft, fast moving low clouds and nocturnal low-
clouds [AKG17, SFK13]. We can identify these events from the li-
dar’s primary attributes: wind velocity, backscattering coefficient,
and signal-noise-ratio. Also, we orchestrate the lidar’s illumination
direction in azimuth and elevation angles for more information:

• Vertical Stare: a fixed arbitrary azimuth angle and a fixed eleva-
tion angle at 90◦.

• Plan Position Indicator (PPI): varying azimuth and fixed arbi-
trary elevation angles.

• Range Height Indicator (RHI): fixed arbitrary azimuth and vary-
ing elevation angles.

Despite various setups and attributes of lidar data, they are stored
together in one repository which complicates the overall data pro-
cessing and visualisation. These data with different configurations
must be preprocessed and presented in a variety of standard vi-
sualisations [NSBW08]. Moreover, a Doppler wind lidar system
with 10 Hz sampling rate produces large-scale of data at approx-
imately 10 million of data items per day; therefore, introducing
challenges in perceptual and interactive scalability [LJH13]. Based
on the survey by Tominski et al. [TDN11], researchers often use

script-based tools such as Matlab and Ferret to process and pro-
duce static images for visual inspection. However, these traditional
tools were not suitable for the scale and heterogeneity of such lidar
data [Mad12, CDD∗09, FH09].

Our goal is to provide an interactive web-based lidar visualisa-
tion for better data exploration and analysis. Our system applies the
client-server paradigm, with our server extracting information and
encoding primary lidar attributes into image’s colour channels. At
the client-side, we load these encoded images and show lidar data
in multiple forms. In contrast to having many static images, our sys-
tem allows researchers to begin analysing the extensive data using
a more top-down methodological approach by introducing a daily
view and an hourly view. In particular, we implemented features
like zooming, multivariate filtering, and hourly variance heat map,
in which data can be filtered according to certain attributes inter-
actively. In this paper, we contribute methods to enable interactive
viewing and analysis on large amounts of complex lidar data. Our
contributions are:

• Data reduction and aggregation on large-scale heterogeneous li-
dar data.

• Encoding primary lidar attributes into image’s colour channels
for client-side multivariate visualisation.

• Storing all the encoded images at the server for high-speed data
browsing.
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Figure 1: The data preprocessing component in our system, which comprises of data classification, data normalisation, data reduction, and
data consolidation stages. Arad , Abco, and Asnr denote grey images for the wind velocity, the backscattering coefficient, and the signal-noise-
ratio attributes, respectively. * We perform data reduction only when the total size of grey images exceeds 1 MB.

• Improving performance in client visualisation using GPU
shaders.

• Performing multivariate filtering method, zooming, and hourly
variance heat map to detect, validate, and discover data patterns.

2. Related Work

As the Doppler wind lidar system often comes with a dedicated
user interface for online monitoring, there is no demand to have
a separate offline visualisation system [HH05, TLCS12]. Further-
more, standard displays for the Doppler wind lidar are readily pro-
ducible in offline mode using any conventional graphics display
packages. Hofmeister et al. [HBF∗15] evaluated their Doppler wind
lidar using a custom LabVIEW display tool. Prasad et al. [PSV∗15]
also evaluated their lidar system using a custom display tool called
Windimager. However, they often use the script-based approach
such as Matlab [MAT10] and Ferret [HHO∗96] for offline data pro-
cessing and analysis [TDN11]; thus, suffering in performance due
to the data size and complexity [Mad12, CDD∗09, FH09].

Although most lidar visualisation systems are attached to the
hardware, there are also standalone systems available. Wang et
al. [WHW13] presented a display system that integrates Google
Maps with a microscale meteorological model to improve their
overall system’s functionality. They extended their system to vi-
sualise Doppler wind lidar data as well. Cherukuru and Calhoun
[CC16] developed a smartphone application to perform lidar visu-
alisation in augmented reality. Their work opens up visualisation
opportunity in lidar visualisation and spun idea for virtual real-
ity implementation [BBH∗17]. These applications emphasised on
overlaying lidar data on a terrain or a 3D environment to increase
spatial awareness. Rather than coupling with the lidar hardware,
their systems rely instead on external resources, i.e. the system
by Wang et al. [WHW13] requires an interface to Google services
and the smartphone application by Cherukuru and Calhoun [CC16]
needs a virtual reality goggle.

Our work aims to provide a visualisation platform with better
performance that supports online and offline measurement phases.
Thus, we developed a web-based tool that is not restricted by any

external dependencies and our system stores cache data (encoded
images) at the server for high-speed data browsing.

3. Use Case

We use the Doppler wind lidar data collected over the course of 2
months from the KITcube mobile observation platform [KAW∗13],
which the platform operates in conjunction with the Dynamics-
aerosol-chemistry-cloud interactions in West Africa (DACCIWA)
Campaign [KCC∗15]. During each 30 minutes interval throughout
the campaign, the Doppler wind lidar performed two PPI scans,
four RHI scans, and followed by a vertical stare sweep.

4. System Design

An efficient web-based visual analysis system must address the
network latency and the interactive client performance [TJCS∗17].
Thus, our visualisation system is composed of client-server com-
ponents. At the server, we perform data preprocessing by reducing
the data size and later transforming them into images encoded by
primary lidar attributes.

At the client, we load these encoded images into the GPU tex-
ture memory through WebGL [Khr11]. Depending on the type of
lidar scans, each view in summary visualisations is mapped to its
intended geometry accordingly, e.g. vertical stare to a rectangle,
PPI to a circle, and RHI to a segment (Figure 1). While performing
data manipulation in the GPU shader, our client views can update
its content interactively. We chose GPU shaders mainly to improve
the performance of our client visualisation.

4.1. Data Preprocessing

Figure 1 shows the server component of our system. The main idea
is to process heterogeneous lidar data and to reduce the size for a
better network latency. After each completed lidar scan combina-
tion, collected data are packed and sent to the central server for data
archival and processing. Upon receiving the incoming data packet,
our system triggers the data preprocessing immediately to gener-
ate and store encoded images at the server. We follow the approach
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Figure 2: A screenshot of our client web-based visualisation component, which comprises of four sections. They are (a) parameter selection
to perform multivariate filtering method, (b) daily overview of the vertical stare plot, (c) hourly vertical stare, PPI, and RHI schemes, and
(d) hourly variance heat map. Using the hourly switch radio buttons, we enable selection between the first or second half 30 minutes of the
chosen hour. Here, we had chosen blue-green-yellow colour map as an example, and users have the opportunity to select another variant of
colour maps.

proposed by Liu et al. [LJH13], where cache data (encoded images)
are precomputed and stored for a seamless user experience in data
transitions. In the context of our summary visualisations, we merge
48 vertical stare data to form the final image in the daily view; and,
we show two vertical stare, four PPI, and eight RHI plots in the
hourly view (Figure 2).

Initially, we classify lidar data according to its azimuth and ele-
vation angles. This classification results in three groups of data set,
namely vertical stare, PPI, and RHI. Since the sampling time of the
data may vary indefinitely, we normalise the time series data using
linear interpolation. For each data set, we prepare three grey im-
ages based on lidar’s primary attributes: wind velocity (Arad), the
backscattering coefficient (Abco), and the signal-noise-ratio (Asnr).
We map the image’s x-axis to time (second) and y-axis to the laser
distance of lidar (metre). The resulting grey image has 1800 pixels
width and 1000 pixels height, which corresponds to 1800 s in x-
domain and 10000 m in y-domain. We chose 10000 m to cover the
longest laser distance within all lidar scanning setups, which means
one pixel corresponds to 10 m on the y-axis.

To address the network latency, we reduce the size of grey im-
ages down for a better bandwidth transmission. According to the
work by Tan Jerome et al. [TJCS∗17], a data size of lower than
2 MB ensures an interactive response on a Wifi network preset (30
Mb/s). In the data reduction step, we perform image downscaling
on whichever set of grey images that have a total size exceeding
1 MB. In our use case, the 30-minutes vertical stare, PPI, and RHI
plots are less than our defined threshold. However, the combination
of 48 vertical stare plots that forms a daily plot has a size exceeding

the threshold; therefore, we downscale these images in x-direction
using the Lanczos filter from ImageMagick. Depending on the dif-
ferent client performances, we can adapt the downscale factor for
better performance.

Rather than transferring these grey images directly to the client,
we combine each set of grey images consisting of its corresponding
lidar primary attributes to minimise the number of images for the
GPU texture memory. Here, we address the restriction presented by
the client regarding texture unit, in which texture unit defines the
number of texture image renderable at a time. From the precom-
puted grey images, we create a multivariate image by encoding the
wind velocity attribute into the red colour channel, the backscat-
tering coefficient attribute into the green colour channel, and the
signal-noise-ratio attribute into the blue colour channel.

4.1.1. Variance Heat Map

In addition to the standard lidar displays, our heat map widget pro-
vides researchers insights into the wind velocity variation of hourly
vertical stare images (Figure 2d). We had chosen the heat map ma-
trix because we can preserve the spatial information of the data
attribute with respect to time and distance. Within each hourly ver-
tical stare image, the distance along the lidar’s laser consists of
smaller segments, namely range gates. In our use case, we have
a total of 120 range gates based on the lidar setup. We summarise
wind velocity attributes along each range gate across the one hour
image into one representative variance; thus, resulting in a heat map
matrix. The vertical axis corresponds to hours from top to bottom,
and the horizontal axis corresponds to the range gate distance from
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Figure 3: A zooming interface with two views: A daily view
(overview) and an hourly view (zoom). The daily view consists of 24
equally divided hourly segments, with the selected segment, a15, de-
picting the 15th hour. (a) suggests the formation of nocturnal low-
level clouds [AKG17, SFK13], (b) indicates a rain event, and (c)
suggests a fast moving low clouds.

left to right. We colour each unit using the same colour map used
throughout our system. To assign a variance interval, we defined
our lower and upper bounds based on the Von Szokefalvi Nagy
inequality (lower bound) and the Bhatia-Davis inequality (upper
bound) [SGK10].

4.2. Data Visualisation

We create our client data visualisation in Javascript, which we
based on the ThreeJS library [Cab11] that utilises the WebGL. The
Javascript language offers platform independence, and it is compat-
ible with every major client browser [MKRE16]. Figure 2 shows
our visualisation system, which emphasises on the daily overview
and the hourly view. Due to the limited screen viewport, it is in-
evitable that visualising large amounts of temporal data results in
lost of details. In response, numerous works emphasise in multi-
focus interaction [EHRF08,ZCPB11]. Among these techniques, we
implemented a zooming interface, which uses a temporal separa-
tion between the views [CKB09]. The daily view consists of 24
equally divided hourly segments, (a0 · · ·a23). By hovering over a
segment, we provide a more detailed hourly view. The combina-
tion of the daily view and the hourly view allows researchers to
detect atmospheric events, such as nocturnal low-level clouds, rain
event, updrafts, and downdrafts (Figure 3).

A most demanded feature in data browsing is the ability to in-
spect multiple attributes interactively [RTL∗16]. Here, we can show
or filter out data based on the wind velocity, the backscattering co-
efficient, and the signal-noise-ratio thresholds. To investigate the
vertical wind velocity profile, researchers often start with a range
criteria between −2 m s−1 and 2 m s−1. Alternatively, having the
possibility to adjust the range criteria to focus on any arbitrary
wind velocity range is beneficial. Moreover, researchers can filter
out data by changing the value criteria of other attributes. These ad-
justed criteria update and synchronize data content across all view-
ports interactively.
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Figure 4: Latency and update rates of reduced data by a factor of
5, 10, and 20 on multiple network conditions and client hardware.
a refers to frame rates metric of the GPU taken from the WAVE
framework (higher the better) [TJCS∗17].

5. Evaluation

The overall performance of our system is evaluated based on the
responsiveness of the client-side rendering and the latency be-
tween server-client interaction. Thus, we performed tests to mea-
sure the network latency and the update rates for various data sizes.
For this evaluation, we evaluated data reduced by a factor of 5
(7.2 MB), a factor of 10 (3.4 MB), and a factor of 20 (1.3 MB). Us-
ing these data, we performed a series of multivariate filterings on
a MacbookPro (GT750M), a desktop with integrated graphic card
(HD4000), and a high-performance desktop (GTX Titan). Here, we
wrote a Javascript code that updates the filtering slider progres-
sively for each attribute and recorded the average update rates. Fig-
ure 4 (left) shows that update rates are not affected by the data size,
but rather by the hardware quality. On the other hand, the data size
dictates the performance of the network latency, in which Figure 4
(right) shows an improvement in latency the smaller the data size
gets. Ideally, setting up the system in a local area network will im-
prove the latency significantly.

Our results showed the effectiveness of our system as our up-
date rates are higher than 30 fps [CC06]. Even the desktop with
only an integrated graphic card (HD4000) scored average update
rates of 48 fps. Although we reduced the daily vertical stare to fit
the viewport, we integrated a variance heat map to provide insights
on the hourly wind velocity variation. Moreover, our client system
provides more details with the hourly zoom view as shown in Fig-
ure 3. In Figure 2d, the researcher can identify whether there is high
wind velocity variation at the lower or upper range gates. Also, we
could interpret that rain event took place between 0800 to 1400
hours based on the missing elements.

6. Conclusion

We present an interactive web-based visualisation system for
Doppler wind lidar to address challenges in data exploration and
data analysis. Our system performs data reduction and aggrega-
tion during online measurement phase, and store precomputed en-
coded images at the server. Using these encoded images, we show
standard lidar displays by using GPU shaders, thus resulting in a
highly interactive system. With encoded images readily stored at
the server, researchers can browse through the vast amounts of data
interactively.
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